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Racing for the Water:
Laboratory Evidence on Managing a Groundwater Commons

1. Introduction

Between the poles of rent maximization and complete rent dissipation, wide latitude exists for

institutions to manage or allocate common property resources (CPRs) with reasonable economic

performance. Two topics addressed in previous research are salient. One concerns the role of

limiting entry by agents into a commons. In the seminal article on the economics of CPRs, Gordon

(1954) described how monopolist ownership would remove CPR externalities, thereby creating

incentives for rent maximization. Eswaran and Lewis (1984), applying a model of a CPR as a time

dependent repeated game, derived a related analytical result that the degree of rent accrual depends

inversely on the number of agents depleting the resource. In the context of groundwater, Brown

(1974) and Gisser (1983) reasoned that existing laws restricting entry into groundwater CPRs would

improve rent accrual. Empirical experience with more than five agents, however, reached pessimistic

conclusions in two cases. Libecap and Wiggins (1984) found that cooperative behavior in oil pool

extraction occurred only with fewer than five firms. Otherwise, state law was required to coerce

cooperation with roughly 10-12 firms. Indeed, with hundreds of firms operating in the East Texas oil

fields there was no cooperation and, apparently, complete rent dissipation. Walker, Gardner, and

Ostrom (1990) and Walker and Gardner (1992) reached a similar conclusion in analysis of data from

laboratory experiments on noncooperative game CPRs. A high degree of rent dissipation or a high

probability of resource destruction occurred even with access limited to eight agents.1

The second topic concerns the ability of additional regulations or property rights, other than

entry restrictions, to mitigate CPR externalities in light of noncooperative behavior. Forms of

property rights, such as firm-specific fishing rights or quotas (e.g., Levhari, Michener, and Mirman

1981), are widely recognized as reducing or removing the incentive for a race to exploit a CPR.

Specific to groundwater, Smith (1977) recommended that rights to a share of the groundwater stock
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should replace Arizona's then-existing rule of capture, while Gisser noted that New Mexico's

individual rights to annual water quantities, combined with a guaranteed time period of depletion,

effectively define a share right in the stock. Both reasoned that this form of property right - stock

quotas - would go far toward achieving optimal groundwater depletion.

Groundwater depletion is primarily a concern in the arid western United States. There, large

quantities of water are mined from aquifer formations to satisfy agricultural, urban, and rural

domestic demands. Individual state laws govern groundwater depletion in the 17 western states (Sax

and Abrams 1986). The legal doctrines adopted by the states for groundwater rights vary in terms of

entry rules, annual quotas, and stock quotas. Moreover, concern about the pace of groundwater

mining spawned major legal reforms in five of the states within the last 25 years.2 Despite the

diversity of state legal systems, the various traits of groundwater rights have not been studied within

an empirical economic framework.3 Yet the efficient evolution of the agricultural-based economies

and rural communities in the West depends on developing property rights that induce optimal

depletion of groundwater CPRs.

This paper develops and empirically applies a general modelling framework couched in terms

of depletion of groundwater CPRs. Section 2 qualitatively describes the modelling framework in terms

of externalities present in a groundwater commons. Depletion from a fixed stock is modelled as a

noncooperative game, following the literature on CPRs as dynamic games (Levhari and Mirman 1980;

Eswaran and Lewis 1984; Reinganum and Stokey 1985). Section 3 describes an experimental design

involving a baseline setting and two experimental treatments. The baseline represents the common-

pool depletion of an aquifer according to a "rule of capture"; 10 players participate in the baseline.

One treatment involves restricting entry to 5 players, while a second treatment involves imposing

stock quotas-that is, rights to a share of the resource stock-on each player. Section 4 presents

evidence from laboratory experiments that apply the experimental design. Performance is an

efficiency measure, the ratio of rent earned to maximum possible rent. Given the high cost and



imprecise measurement that confronts collection of field data, laboratory experiments offer a unique

method for assessing the performance of various groundwater property rights and the applicability of

game theory to behavior in such systems.

2. A Noncooperative Game Model of CPR Depletion

Producers depleting a CPR typically face three appropriation externalities (Eswaran and Lewis

1984; Gardner, Ostrom, and Walker 1990; Negri 1990; Reinganum and Stokey 1985): a strategic

externality, a stock externality, and a congestion externality. These externalities induce inefficiently

rapid depletion or destruction of CPRs, commonly described by the adage "tragedy of the commons."

The model developed here is not meant to apply universally, in terms of all types of resources,

physical conditions, or sustainability properties. Nevertheless, the externalities that are modelled and

investigated in terms of groundwater depletion are among those confronting CPR users in a variety of

other contexts, such as forests, fisheries, and irrigation systems.

Groundwater depletion for irrigated agriculture4 creates the potential for all three CPR

externalities (Negri 1989; Provencher and Burt 1993).5 Individual agricultural producers invest in

deep wells drilled into aquifer formations, and pump groundwater from the wells for application in

crop production. The strategic externality occurs because, under some legal doctrines governing

groundwater depletion, water use offers the only vehicle to establish ownership. Ownership through

use creates a depletion game. The stock externality occurs because, with groundwater pumping costs,

individual water depletion reduces the aquifer's water-table level, thereby increasing pumping costs

for all producers. The congestion externality occurs by spacing wells too closely together, with a

subsequent direct loss in pumping efficiency. Thus, one producer's current effort can reduce the

current output of another producer. The congestion externality, however, is not a focus of this

study.6

CPR externalities in groundwater depletion pose the problem of creating institutions, and in



particular property rights, that provide incentives for more efficient intertemporal depletion of

stocks.7 As one conceivable property right, annual quotas could be assigned to agents in such a way

as to mitigate externalities. This approach, however, is a planning solution; it requires perfect

information on the part of a central planner to implement the optimal depletion path (Gisser 1983). By

contrast, an entry restriction or a stock quota can be implemented and enforced with significantly less

information. Yet, in principle, these forms of property rights provide only a partial solution to the

externality problem. The model and the laboratory experiments that follow will illuminate these issues

further.8

Consider a groundwater aquifer described by the state variable depth to water at time t, ct.

There are n agricultural producers using the water, indexed by i. Producer i withdraws an amount of

water xit in period t. The depth to water evolves according to the following discrete time equation:



proportional to water pumped to the surface. Cost is increasing in depth to water, and in total water

pumped in a given period. The latter effect is due to the fact that depth to water increases within a

period, as a function of current pumping. Given the common pool nature of groundwater, each

producer has an incentive to pump the relatively cheap water near the surface before others do.

Solve the depletion problem in equations (1) through (3) for its optimal solution. An authority

with total control over pumping maximizes net benefits from groundwater depletion over a planning

horizon of length T by solving the following optimization problem:





Any other withdrawal path will have a lower value. The coefficient of resource utilization, or CRU

(Debreu, 1951), measures how efficiently a resource is being used. The CRU, which lies between 0%

and 100%, can be expressed as the ratio of the value of the resource from any other withdrawal path

to its optimal value.

Withdrawal patterns associated with game equilibria are important to establish benchmarks for

behavior observed in the laboratory experiments. In a noncooperative game, each producer maximizes

his own net benefit without regard to the effect of this behavior on other producers. This is the basis

for the externality created when a "rule of capture" defines resource ownership. Analyze the game

played by producers in extensive form, and characterize its symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium.

A strategy for producer i, xi, is a complete plan for the play of the game, given the history available

to the player when he has to make a decision. At the beginning of the game, player i's decision, Xi,

is based on no history. Recall that Xt is the sum of all producers' withdrawals at time t:

At time t=2 , producer i's decision x12 depends on depth to water % which in turn depends on the

previous period's water withdrawal. Write this dependence xi2(X1). Proceeding inductively, write a

complete plan of play as:

Now solve the depletion game whose net benefit functions and transition equations are given

by (1) through (3) for its symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium. Since the game is symmetric, it has

such an equilibrium. A producer i chooses his strategy xi to maximize net benefits from groundwater

depletion over a planning horizon of length T by solving the following optimization problem:
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round extended to T = 20, and (3) a treatment imposing a stock quota restriction on each individual's

total level of appropriation (see Table 3).

Subject i makes a decision xit in each round t. The decision xit is itself integer-valued with a

lower bound of 0 and an upper bound, if any, given by the institutions. The units of the decision are

called "tokens." Payoffs according to the net benefit function are evaluated at integer values of the

arguments of that function.9 All experiments satisfy the following net benefit function

parameterizations, measured in cents:

a = 220 b = 5 A = .5 B = .5 c1 = 0.

As discussed above, with the additional parameter k= 1 governing the depth to water transition

equation (1), the optimal solution for the case n = 10 is:

V1(c1) = $219 xit = 2.

As shown in Table 4, the treatment with n = 5 and T = 20 gives the same optimal value and

individual withdrawal rate. The exhaustion condition is reached by half as many producers

withdrawing the same amount of water per period for twice as many periods. Thus, holding the value

of the resource constant, this parameterization allows us to investigate a pure number of producers

effect.10

In contrast to the optimal value, the valuations generated by the subgame perfect equilibria are

lower. As discussed above, for n = 10 the subgame perfect equilibrium has reached its maximum

cumulative earnings, $130, by the fourth period, for an efficiency of 59%. For n = 5 and T = 20

the subgame perfect equilibrium has reached its maximum cumulative earnings, $136, by the sixth

period, as shown in Table 5, with an efficiency of 62%. Thus, according to subgame perfection,

restricting group size from 10 to 5 players increases efficiency by only 3%.

For our parameterizations (c, = 0, k = 1), Cr - c, = Cr represents the amount of

groundwater ultimately pumped from the aquifer. A stock quota places an upper bound on the water

an individual player can withdraw over the life of the resource. This type of quota mitigates the
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impact of especially high individual withdrawal paths.11 In our experiments the stock quota was 25

tokens per individual.12 Note, this quota does not act as a constraint to subgame perfect equilibrium

behavior, which requires only 22 tokens per individual. Placing the stock quota at a level below 22

tokens per person would artificially lead to improvements in efficiency. Our purpose was to

investigate the role of a stock quota on behavior without disturbing potential equilibrium behavior.

All experiments were conducted at Indiana University. Volunteers were recruited from

graduate and advanced undergraduate economics courses. These subjects were paid in cash in private

at the end of the experiment. Subjects privately went through a series of instructions (available from

the authors upon request) and had the opportunity to ask the experimenter a question at any time

during the experiment. The decision problem faced by the subjects can be summarized as follows.

Each subject had a single decision to make each round, namely how many tokens to order.
Each knew their individual benefit function (expressed in equation and tabular form). A base
token cost of $0.01 was stipulated for round 1. The instructions explained that token cost
increased by $0.01 for each token ordered by the group and token cost for an individual in a
given round would be the average token cost for that round times the number of tokens the
individual ordered in that round. The base cost for the next round was computed by adding
one to the aggregate number of tokens ordered in previous rounds, and then multiplying this
total by $0.01. All subjects made purchasing decisions simultaneously. Subjects were
explicitly informed of the maximum number of rounds in the experiment. After each decision
round, subjects were informed of the total number of tokens ordered by the group, the cost
per token for that round, the new base cost for tokens purchased in the next round, and their
profits for that round. Subjects were also told if the base token cost ever reached a level
where there was no possibility of earning positive returns to buying tokens, the experiment
would end. See Appendix A for a complete set of instructions.

4. Laboratory Results and Discussion

The experimental results are drawn from nine experiments conducted over the three design

conditions: (1) a baseline condition where n = 10 and T = 10, (2) an entry restriction condition

where n = 5 and T = 20, and (3) a stock quota condition where n = 10, T = 10, and the stock

quota is 25. In each condition, we examine results from two experiments using subjects inexperienced

in the decision environment and from one experiment using experienced subjects randomly recruited

from the subject pool of the inexperienced runs.
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An overview of our experimental results is presented in Table 6. For each experiment,

aggregate payoffs, experimental efficiency, and duration of the experiment are displayed. The set of

baseline and entry restriction experiments reflect an environment in which resource use is the only

way to establish ownership. As expected, paths with later exhaustion periods are typically associated

with higher efficiencies. With n = 10, the average exhaustion round was 2.67; with n = 5 the

average increased to 6.33. In the stock quota experiments, the average increased to 5.33. While

increasing the life of the resource is not an economic goal per se, it does help explain the increase in

average efficiency across experimental settings.

Summary Result 1: In each of the three baseline experiments, efficiencies were well below
the efficiency level generated by the optimum and even below that generated by the subgame
perfect equilibrium.

Table 7 reports detailed results for the three experiments with n= 10 and T=10, including the

actual appropriation levels by decision round and summary statistics. In the first round of these

experiments, subjects ordered on average 164 tokens, implying an average second round base cost of

$1.65. This compares to an optimal order of 2 tokens per subject for a total order of 20 tokens in the

first round and a second round base cost of $0.21. The subgame perfect equilibrium predicts an order

of 14 tokens per subject for a total order of 140. This explosive appropriation of cheap tokens in the

first round guarantees very low efficiencies. Efficiencies averaged only 30% of optimum.

Summary Result 2: In each of the three experiments that limit entry to 5 players, efficiencies
again were below levels generated in both the optimum and the subgame perfect equilibrium.
However, the average efficiency generated by this treatment was distinctly higher than that of
the baseline experiments.

Table 8 reports detailed results for the three experiments with n=5 and T=20. In the first

round of these experiments, subjects ordered an average of 86 tokens, implying an average second

round base cost of $0.87. This compares to an optimal order of 10 tokens in the first round and a

second round base cost of $0.11. The subgame perfect path predicts an order of 16 tokens per subject

for a total order of 80. Efficiencies averaged 44% of the optimum.
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The set of three experiments using a stock quota rule are summarized in Table 9. These

experiments were conducted in a manner identical to the baseline experiments where n = 10 and T =

10, except that each subject was constrained to order no more than 25 tokens over the course of the

experiment. This treatment variable was announced in public.

Summary Result 3: In each of the three experiments using the stock quota rule, efficiencies
increased markedly relative to baseline, but remained well below the optimum. Efficiencies
averaged 54% of the optimum.

In the first round of these experiments, subjects ordered on average 125 tokens, implying an average

second round base cost of $1.26. Thus, the upper bound on orders slowed down, but did not

eliminate, the water race. These results call into question the optimistic conjectures made in previous

research (e.g., Anderson et. al. 1983) about the ability of stock quotas to capture most of a

groundwater CPR's scarcity rent.

Note that group behavior most closely resembles the subgame perfect equilibrium in the stock

quota experiments. Efficiencies in experiments 1 and 2 (57% and 59%) are in line with subgame

perfect equilibrium efficiency (59%). In these two experiments, first round orders averaged 11.8

tokens per subject, lower than the equilibrium prediction of 14; second round orders averaged 5.2

tokens per subject, slightly higher than the equilibrium prediction of 5. Interestingly, it is the

experienced run in the stock quota design that resulted in the poorest performance, generating an

efficiency 14% below that predicted by subgame perfection. More generally, this experiment

demonstrates a point that holds true across all of our experiments. Individual behavior is quite

diverse. Similar to earlier experiments reported by Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker 1994, average

group behavior often follows a path similar to that predicted by noncooperative game theory. At the

individual level, however, there is too much variation to argue strong support for the theory.

5. Conclusions

This paper considers the depletion of groundwater CPRs. A benchmark model is constructed

with a fixed stock of groundwater and fixed exhaustion time. The optimal solution and subgame
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perfect equilibrium provide benchmarks for efficiencies observed in laboratory experiments. Entry

restrictions and stock quotas are examined in terms of their impact on individual strategic behavior in

laboratory experiments. Although the model and experiments are couched in terms of groundwater

CPRs, the research is also informative to dilemmas encountered in other CPRs, such as tropical

forests, fisheries, and cooperative irrigation systems.

The laboratory experiments produce several interesting findings. With group size equal to 10,

the baseline condition, which portrays a "rule of capture" for establishing ownership, yields an

average efficiency of only 30%. Restricting entry to n = 5, while still operating with a rule of

capture, increases average efficiency to 44%. A stock quota enhances efficiency even further, with

average efficiency rising to 54%. Although these property rules distinctly improve performance,

substantial scarcity rent remains unappropriated.

The model and experiments contain a number of restrictive assumptions, including no

resource recharge, no discounting, and a known finite horizon. These restrictions were made for

analytical tractability and experimental operability. The simplicity of the design allows subjects to

focus on the strategic and stock externalities without confounding the setting with other CPR

dilemmas. Relaxing the restrictions would allow for a richer, yet more complex, decision setting.

The institutional setting of state governance of groundwater resources in the western United

States provides several alternative designs to motivate further study of the relationship between

property rights systems and rent accrual. In the early-to mid-1900s, independent state authority over

groundwater resulted in adoption of four distinct legal doctrines governing groundwater use in the 17

western states. The variety across states of general doctrinal principles and specific regulations creates

a diverse set of groundwater property-right systems. Our study focused on stylized versions of two

aspects of these systems, entry restrictions and stock quotas. Future research, building on this

foundation, will examine whether other groundwater property-rights systems can improve efficiency

beyond that found here.
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Footnotes

1. The result that fewer than five firms are necessary for cooperation has received theoretical support
from Selten (1971).

2. The five states are Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.

3. While several articles addressed the performance of various groundwater institutions, an empirical
analysis has not been completed. The costliness of collecting data on groundwater use and the
difficulty of applying game-theoretic models explains the reliance in that research on analytical results
(Dixon 1988; Negri 1989; Provencher and Burt 1993), simulation methods (Dixon), or reasoned
institutional arguments concerning the desirable properties of specific groundwater property-right
systems (Anderson, et al. 1983; Gisser; Smith).

4. The model is developed for the case of irrigated agriculture because agriculture is the dominant
water-consuming sector in the 17 western states. The sector commonly consumes 85-90% of total
water consumption in those states. Groundwater provides roughly 37% of water withdrawn for
irrigation, with surface water supplying the remainder (U.S. Department of the Interior 1993).
Groundwater pumping distances vary substantially depending on aquifer conditions. Over the Ogallala
Aquifer in the Great Plains region, for example, average depth-to-water in the Great Plains states in
1988 ran from 70 to 154 feet (U.S. Department of Commerce 1990).

5. Provencher and Burt also identified a risk externality that pertains to the case of agricultural
irrigation using groundwater in conjunction with stochastic surface water supply. Study of the risk
externality is beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Virtually every western state has a well-spacing statute to avoid this externality. Further, well
spacing is less interesting in a modelling context because it does not require a dynamic model (Negri
1989).

7. See Blomquist (1992) for an insightful investigation of groundwater institutions in southern
California.

8. This paper does not address the role of water markets in achieving optimal groundwater allocation.
Since we assume homogeneous agents with stationary benefit functions, markets (or other forms of
transaction) are not a necessary component of achieving optimality. Other research emphasizes the
importance of markets for groundwater rights (Gisser; Smith).

9. It would have been preferable to have parameterized an experimental design with the subgame
perfect equilibrium path and the optimal path each taking on integer values at each point at time.
Given the complexity of this decision problem, meeting each of these criteria was impossible.

10. Alternatively, we could have held T = 10 and merely reduced n to 5. This parameterization would
yield an arbitrary reduction in the value of the resource. Thus, the design we investigate examines the
impact of reducing the number of producers in a situation where the resource value is held constant.

11. Alternatively, one could investigate the impact of placing flow quotas on individual producer's per
period withdrawals. Further, one could investigate an even more complex environment where flow or
stock quotas are marketable. In fact, we intend to pursue these types of settings in future research.



12. A stock quota of 20 would allow the players to follow the optimal path; 22 would allow players
to follow the subgame perfect equilibrium path. In baseline experiments, subjects often ordered tokens
in the last round that went beyond the economically valuable range. For comparisons, we chose a
stock quota of 25 to allow this type of behavior in our stock quota design.



TABLE 1
Backward Recursion and Optimal Solution n=10

t

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1/4
2/6
3/8
4/10
5/12
6/14
7/16
8/18
9/20
10/22

1/2
1/3
1/4
1/5
1/6
1/7
1/8
1/9
1/10
1/11

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

c,

179.6
159.6
139.7
119.7
99.7
79.8
59.8
39.9
19.9
0.0

Cumulative
Earnings

$219
$215
$207
$195
$179
$159
$136
$108
$76
$40



TABLE 2
Backward Recursion and Symmetric Subgame Perfect Equilibrium n=10

t

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

0.0229
0.0263
0.0268
0.0269
0.0269
0.0269
0.0269
0.0269
0.0269
0.0269

0.0645
0.0634
0.0633
0.0632
0.0632
0.0632
0.0632
0.0632
0.0632
0.0632

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.25
0.70
1.90
5.07
13.88

219.5
219.4
219.3
218.9
218.0
215.5
208.5
189.5
138.8

0.0

Cumulative
Earnings

$130
$130
$130
$130
$130
$130
$130
$130
$127
$112

















APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS:

This is an experiment in decision making. Funds for conducting this research have been provided by
several agencies of the Federal Government. The instructions are designed to inform you of the types
of decisions you will be making and how you will earn money from your decisions. All money you
earn during this experiment will be totalled and paid to you in private in cash at the end of the
experiment. If you have any questions concerning the instructions, feel free to raise your hand, and
one of the monitors will assist you.

The experiment consists of a sequence of decision rounds. There are 9 other participants in this
experiment. Each of your individual decisions will remain anonymous to the other participants.

In each round, you will be asked to fill out an order form which designates how many tokens you
wish to order for that round. Tokens ordered in one round cannot be carried over to other rounds.

Why would you want to order tokens? Because you can earn money from those tokens.

Tokens you order each round will: (1) earn you a cash BENEFIT which we describe below, but also
(2) COST you money, which we also describe below.

After you privately fill out an order form, the monitor will collect the order forms. IMPORTANT -
Your cash BENEFIT for the tokens you order depends only on how many tokens you order - Your
COST of buying tokens, however, depends on how many tokens all participants order.

Let us explain further:

I. CASH BENEFITS FROM YOUR TOKENS

Each token you order earns you a cash return calculated using the following equation:

$2.20(T) - $.05(T)2

where T is the number of tokens you order. This equation is the same for every participant and the
same for each decision round. You do not have to solve this equation. LOOK at the Table referred to
as "BENEFITS FROM TOKENS." This table shows the value of cash benefits for various token
orders you might make in a given decision round.

FOR EXAMPLE: Let's say you order 10 Tokens in a given decision round. That token order will
earn you BENEFITS of $17.00.

Notice that the more tokens you order, the greater are your cash BENEFITS - up to 22 tokens.

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING BENEFITS FROM ORDERING TOKENS?

HOWEVER, YOU MUST PAY FOR THOSE TOKENS. HERE IS HOW THAT WORKS.



II. TOKEN COSTS

At the beginning of each round, we will post a BASE COST for tokens in that round. The base cost
is the cost of the first token sold in that round. Each additional token costs $.01 more than the
previous token sold.

For example, the base cost is $0.01 in the first round. Assume 30 tokens are ordered by the entire
group in that round. The first token costs S.01, the second token costs $.02. the third token costs
$.03, and so on until the thirtieth token, which costs $.30. The total cost of tokens to the group is
$.01 + $.02 + $.03 + ... + $.30 = $4.65.

What you pay for your tokens equals your share of the total number of tokens bought times the total
cost of the tokens to the group. In the example, if you bought 6 out of the 30 tokens, then your share
of the total number of tokens bought is 6/30 or 20%, and your token cost is (20%)($4.65) = $.93.
In this example, your average token cost is $.93/6 = $.155 per token. In any given round, it will
always be the case that your average token cost is greater than the base cost but less than the highest
token cost in that round. FURTHER, THE AVERAGE COST PER TOKEN IN A GIVEN ROUND
WILL BE THE SAME FOR EACH PARTICIPANT BUT THE TOTAL TOKEN COSTS PER
ROUND CAN BE DIFFERENT FOR EACH PARTICIPANT.

Each round, the BASE COST for that round will be $.01 higher than the cost of the LAST token sold
in the previous round. This means that token costs will only GO UP during the experiment, NEVER
DOWN. Tokens bought earlier in the experiment will always be cheaper than tokens bought later.

In the example above, the base cost of tokens in the first round was $.01 and 30 tokens were ordered.
The last token that round had a cost of $.30. This means that the base cost of tokens in the second
round is $.30 + $.01 = $.31. The first token sold in the second round will cost $.31. The second
will cost $.32, the third $.33, etc.

Now look at the TABLE referred to as the "COST OF TOKENS." This table shows how token costs
change as more and more tokens are ordered during the experiment by the group of participants.
Starting at the BASE COST far a given decision round, each token ordered by the group costs $.01
more than the previous token.

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING TOKEN COSTS?

III. TOKEN BENEFITS AND COSTS FOR OTHER PARTICIPANTS

In each round of this experiment, every participant faces an identical BENEFITS SCHEDULE FOR
TOKENS, THE SAME BASE COST FOR TOKENS, AND THE SAME AVERAGE TOKEN COST.
Earnings in the experiment may differ between participants because they may place different orders
for tokens.



IV. FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

You have an opportunity to earn a substantial amount of money in this experiment, depending on the
decisions you make as well as on the decisions of the entire group. In the unfortunate event, however,
that your accumulated earnings go below zero, your participation in the experiment will end and you
will be asked to leave. However, we will not charge you for negative earnings, and you will be
allowed to keep your $3.00 upfront payment.

NOTICE: The experiment will last UP to 10 ROUNDS. But, if the BASE TOKEN COST ever reaches
a level at which individuals cannot earn a positive profit in subsequent rounds, the experiment will
end.

AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH DECISION ROUND, you will be asked to fill out the TOKEN
ORDER FORM for tokens you wish to order for mat round. FILL THIS ORDER FORM OUT
WITH THE RED PEN YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN. BEFORE WRITING YOUR ORDER
DOWN, CONSIDER YOUR ORDER CAREFULLY. IF YOU DECIDE TO CHANGE YOUR
ORDER AFTER YOU HAVE WRITTEN IT DOWN - CONTACT A MONITOR BEFORE
MAKING THE CHANGE.

The monitors will collect all forms to tabulate token orders and compute profits (BENEFITS -
COSTS). After all computations are made, you will be informed of:

(1) the total number of tokens ordered by the group,
(2) your average token cost for the current round,
(3) your total BENEFITS for the current round,
(4) your total COSTS for the current round,
(5) your total PROFITS for the current round.

AND

(6) the BASE COST of tokens for the NEXT ROUND.

The NEXT page of INSTRUCTIONS summarizes the key steps in the experiment.



EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES: A SUMMARY OF KEY STEPS

1) Subjects place an order for tokens prior to the current decision round.

2) Tokens ordered cannot be carried over to the next round.

3) CASH BENEFITS from tokens ordered in a given round are shown in the Table labeled
-BENEFITS FROM TOKENS."

4) At the beginning of each round, a BASE COST for tokens is posted. The base cost is the
cost of the first token sold in that round. Each additional token costs $.01 more than the
previous token sold.

4) The base cost in any round equals the cost of the last token purchased in the previous round
plus $01.

5) An individual's token costs are a % of overall group token costs - equal to their share of total
tokens ordered.

6) Experiments last up to 10 rounds. Before each decision round, participants fill out the order
form for tokens for that round. After all tokens orders are collected and tabulated:

YOU WILL BE INFORMED OF:

(1) how many tokens in total were ordered by the group,
(2) your average token cost for the current round,
(3) your total BENEFITS for the current round,
(4) your total COSTS for the current round,
(5) your total PROFITS for the current round.

AND

(6) the BASE COST of tokens for the NEXT ROUND.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THE EXPERIMENT, PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND
NOW. IF NOT, PLEASE PROCEED TO THE NEXT PAGE WHICH TAKES YOU THROUGH A
PRACTICE EXAMPLE.



PRACTICE EXAMPLES

These examples are for illustrative purposes only. The numbers used in the example have been chosen
to simplify the illustration.

EXAMPLE 1:

Assume you are in the 4th Round of the Experiment and by the end of the 3rd Round the group had
ordered a total of 30 Tokens.

Now suppose you place an order for 2 Tokens and the rest of the group (in total) orders an additional
4 Tokens - for a total group order of 6 Tokens.

Using the BENEFITS AND COSTS TABLE:

1) What will be your CASH BENEFIT?

2) What will be the BASE COST for the first token ordered in this round?

3) What will be YOUR TOTAL TOKEN COSTS this round?

4) What would be YOUR PROFIT for this round?

EXAMPLE 2:

Assume you are in the 4th Round of the Experiment and by the end of me 3rd Round the group had
ordered a total of 180 Tokens.

Now suppose you place an order for 2 Tokens and the rest of the group (in total) orders an additional
4 Tokens - for a total group order of 6 Tokens.

Using the BENEFITS AND COSTS TABLE:

1) What will be your CASH BENEFIT?

2) What will be the BASE COST for the first token ordered in this round?

3) What will be YOUR TOTAL TOKEN COSTS this round?

4) What would be YOUR PROFIT for this round?

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS



BENEFITS FROM TOKENS

This Table Displays BENEFITS For Various Token Orders

TOKENS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

BENEFITS

$2.15

$4.20

$6.15

$8.00

$9.75

$11.40

$12.95

$14.40

$15.75

$17.00

$18.15

$19.20

$20.15

TOKENS

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

BENEFITS

$21.00

$21.75

$22.40

$22.95

$23.40

$23.75

$24.00

$24.15

$24.20

$24.15

$24.00

$23.75

$23.40




